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Abstract. With the growing popularity of peer-assisted file distribu-
tion in commercial applications, flash crowds have a significant impact
on download performance. A file distribution system has to cope with
extreme flash crowd conditions that correspond with a sudden surge in
peer arrivals. In such systems, service providers have to ensure that the
system has sufficient capacity to maintain the agreed quality of service
at minimum costs. Using our measurement-driven analytic model, we
investigate four different server distribution policies for peer-assisted file
distributions with heterogeneous peers bandwidth. Our policies are de-
signed to reduce the server data usage without increasing expected peer
download time. We observed that increasing the server bandwidth allo-
cated for slow peers and decreasing that for fast peers can be effective in
reducing the average download time by 5% and server provisioning data
usage by 10%, without affecting the fairness of the system. Secondly,
when server bandwidth is reduced by 70% during maximum utilization
and increased during the end-game phase, the total server data decreases
by 12% with 4.3% improvement in peer download performance.

1 Introduction

The increasing need to distribute large amounts of content can add inordinate
load on file distribution servers in the Internet. As the file size and the number
of users downloading the files have increased, content distribution has migrated
from the traditional client-server to the more efficient peer-assisted schemes [6,
13] using peer-to-peer (p2p) protocols. Furthermore, the past years have seen
the adoption of ultra-high bandwidth fiber connections by home users which
promotes an increase in the amount of content being disseminated over the
Internet. At the same time, mobile technologies are increasing in adoption and
it is estimated that mobile traffic will constitute more than half of the Internet
traffic by 2017 [1]. Because of these trends, peer-assisted file distribution has
to deal with an increasingly heterogeneous network environment that adds new
performance limitations, such as reliable versus unreliable connectivity, as well
as high and low peer upload capacities.

Understanding user download performance of file distribution and configur-
ing these systems are challenging. Typically, in a file distribution system, thou-
sands of users with heterogeneous upload and download bandwidths, connecting
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through the fixed and mobile network, request to download the same file in the
shortest possible time. Hence, the performance of content distribution is often
affected by a phenomenon called flash crowd, where there is a sudden large surge
in the number of users, which usually occurs when new content is made avail-
able [11]. As content ages, the flash crowd subsides and the system goes into
steady-state, when the arrival rate of the users becomes closer to the service
rate of the system. Furthermore, the challenge for a file distribution service is to
ensure that sufficient resources are provisioned to achieve a reasonable quality
of service (peer download time) during this spike in arrivals without overshoot-
ing provisioning costs. In this context, this paper analyzes methods of reducing
the server bandwidth usage in heterogeneous file distribution system with flash
crowds and maintaining the required quality of service.

Peer-assisted file distribution systems are characterized by large number of
events taking place in a short time, such as upload/download of file parts,
changes in peer mobility and network reliability, crowd dynamics, generating
complex responses to these events. Traditional simulation approaches that favour
a peer-centric view of the system might be difficult to scale when faces with such
complex interactions among thousands of peers. Hence, we use modeling to un-
derstand performance of file distribution with heterogeneous network. Our model
is used as the basis for a scalable simulation platform to allow service providers
to predict expected peer download performance and to determine the right server
provisioning for flash crowds.

The main contribution of this paper is an analysis of different server distribu-
tion policies that reduce server bandwidth usage without decreasing download
performance in file distribution systems with flash crowds. We simulated four
server distribution policies using our measurement-driven analytical model pre-
sented in [2] and evaluated their impact on the performance of file distribution
systems with two classes of peers. The four server policies that we propose are:
(1) increasing bandwidth during the end-game phase, (2) changing server band-
width during the maximum utilization and end-game phases by reducing upload
capacity during maximum utilization phase and increasing it during end-game
phase, (3) delaying the availability of the last block, and (4) increasing server
bandwidth received by slow peers and reducing it for the fast peers. The most
effective policies in reducing server data usage and the average download time of
peers are policies (2) and (4). On the other hand, policy (1) increases the total
server data usage, but it is effective in reducing the download time of the slow
class. Lastly, policy (3) considerably reduces server data usage by making use of
the upload capacity of the fast peers, but it is unfair for the fast peers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a sum-
mary of the measurement insights using PlanetLab [5]. Based on the observation
that the utilization of available peer bandwidth is not constant over time during a
flash crowd, we developed a model for predicting expected peer performance [2].
Section 2.2 gives an overview of this model. Next, we use numerical simulation
to evaluate the impact of four different server distribution policies on reducing
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overall server bandwidth usage. We compare our approach with existing work in
Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

2 Modeling Flash Crowd Dynamics

We adopted PlanetLab [5] as a measurement platform to understand the com-
plex interactions in peer-assisted file distribution systems with flash crowds [2, 3].
In PlanetLab (PL), peers execute real file distribution protocols over a network
with realistic upload and download bandwidths and overheads. Using this plat-
form, we perform extensive measurement experiments with flash crowds using
BitTorrent (BT) [6], a popular protocol for file distribution systems.

In BT, peers in a system cooperate to download large files, initially only
available on a few nodes that are called seeds. Peers simultaneously download
and upload different parts of the file from other peers, as well as directly from
the seeds. A file is divided into chunks, called blocks, and multiple blocks form a
piece. A new peer connects to a tracker to obtain a list of active peers and their
list of blocks. A peer downloads blocks from other peers and from the seeds.
After the download is completed, BT peers can decide to stay in the system and
become seeds, or leave the system. A mechanism called choke/unchoke regulates
the exchange of blocks among peers, where each node attempts to upload blocks
to the peers that offered it the best download rates during the last download
interval. A number of unchokes are chosen based on the best download rates,
while one unchoke, called an optimistic unchoke, is randomly chosen from the
remaining requests the peer received [6].

2.1 Measurement Observations

Our PL experiments involve a server and multiple clients. For BT, we used
the Python implementation (version 4.4.0) and modified the client program to
quit after completing the download. The file, 100 MB, is divided into blocks of
16 kB with 16 blocks forming a piece. We ran over 800 experiments on PL, with
different server and peers bandwidth settings. Download capacity of the peers
is not constrained. To model peers with heterogeneous bandwidth, peers were
divided into different classes, each class with a different upload bandwidth. More
details about our experimental setup can be found in [2].

Peers improve the scalability and performance of content distribution by con-
tributing their upload bandwidth to increase the overall available bandwidth of
the system. Thus analyzing the utilization of available peer bandwidth is a good
starting point in obtaining insights for our analytical model.

Definition 1. Utilization of available peer bandwidth, ρ, is defined as the ratio
of the effective peer upload bandwidth for all peers to the upload capacity of all
peers in the system.

Fig. 1 shows the utilization of available peer bandwidth over time in a repre-
sentative BT experiment with peers equally divided in two classes. The upload
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Fig. 1. ρ against K for 100-node BT system with homogeneous peers

bandwidths of slow peers, fast peers and server are 64 kBps, 128 kBps and
256 kBps, respectively. We observe that the evolution of bandwidth utilization
during a download can be distinctly divided into three main phases: start-up
(from 0 to 100 s), maximum utilization (from 100 to 775 s) and end-game (from
775 to 2500 s).

Since K, the total number of blocks downloaded in the system, captures the
progress of the download in terms of blocks downloaded over time, we plotted ρ
as a function of K. If N is the total number of peers in the system and M is the
number of blocks in the downloaded file, all the peers would have downloaded
the file when K reaches MN . Therefore the total number of blocks, K, can be
normalized over MN . Fig. 2 shows the utilization of available bandwidth over
the progress of the file download in terms of normalized blocks, K.

We observed that the end-game phase is divided into steps that correspond
to the departure of the faster peers. In Fig. 2, a step occurs when around 70% of
the total number of blocks are downloaded, corresponding to the moment when
the peers from the fastest class start to leave the system. The trend is consistent
for all BT experiments with different number of classes [2].

2.2 Analytic Model for Heterogeneous Systems

Using observations from measurement, we derived a closed model for predicting
download performance of peers in file distribution systems with flash crowds [2].
If the upload capacities of all peers can be fully utilized, i.e. ρ = 1 at all times, we
achieve optimal performance. In practice, this does not happen. By modeling ρ
and implicitly the parameters that characterize the three phases, we can estimate
the average download time expected by each class of peers.

With flash crowd, a large number of peers, N , arrives approximately at the
same time. All peers attempt to download the same file, which is divided into
M blocks of size B. The file is first made available by a peer, called a seed
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or a server, with an upload bandwidth Us. Peers that download the file have
maximum upload bandwidth ui, for i = 1, · · · , N . For BT, peers leave as soon as
they download the file to mimic a file distribution scenario. Table 1 summarizes
the notations used.

The number of steps matches the number of classes of peers and when they
occur depends on the relative bandwidths of the peers. The value of ρ for each
step depends on the upload bandwidth of the peers remaining in the system.
The model of utilization of available peer bandwidth for a heterogeneous system

is shown in Fig. 3. The total upload capacity of the peers, U , is
r∑

i=0

piuiN . The

start-up phase is from 0 to α, the maximum utilization phase is from α to β0

and the end-game phase from β0 to 1. By modeling the evolution of the number
of blocks over time, K(t), using discrete time intervals, Δt, where Δt is arbitrary
small.K(t) depends on the utilization of available peer bandwidth at time t, ρ(t),
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modeled as shown in Fig. 3. The total number of downloaded blocks increases due
to server and peers’ contribution. We assume that the server’s upload capacity
is fully utilized, while peers might not use their maximum upload capacity all
the time. Hence K at time t+Δt is estimated as follows:

K(t+Δt) = K(t) +
Us

B
Δt+

ρ(t)
∑N

i=1 ui

B
Δt (1)

Using Eq. (1), the download time estimate for each class is derived as (details
can be found in [2]):

Tdi =
(K(Tdi)− εi)B

Us + ρ0(U −
i−1∑

j=0
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, i = 0, · · · , r (2)
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Our model validation with measurements from PlanetLab shows up to 10%
errors in estimating the class download time for systems with up to three classes
of peers [2].
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Table 1. Analytical model notations

Notation Description

N number of peers in a closed system
M number of blocks in the file
B size of a block
Q number of simultaneous unchokes allowed in BT
R number of classes in a heterogeneous system
pi fraction of peers in class i
ui maximum upload bandwidth of peers in class i
Us maximum upload bandwidth of the server
ρ utilization of available peer bandwidth

ρ(t) ρ at time t
α fraction of blocks downloaded when maximum ρ is reached
β0 fraction of blocks downloaded when utilization starts to decrease
ρ0 ρ during maximum utilization phase

K(t) total number of blocks downloaded in the system by time t
Tdi average download time of peer in class i

3 Server Distribution Policies

With the adoption of mobile devices and the increase availability of ultra-high
bandwidth connections to home users, providers of file distribution services have
to cope with heterogeneous user upload bandwidth. To reduce overall server
bandwidth usage heterogeneous systems, we use our proposed model to simulate
and study new server distribution policies. While our study consists of many
classes of peers, we discuss the results with two classes of peers, denoted by fast
and slow peers.

Our measurement observations show that peers download 30% of total file
blocks during the end-game phase and 10% of these blocks come from the server.
Compared to maximum utilization where only less than 5% blocks come from
the server, the server bandwidth has a high impact on system performance.
We investigate four server policies that minimize server usage by reducing the
end-game phase.

By default, peers in a system have equal chances of getting file blocks from
the server throughout the download process. To shorten the end-game phase,
a service provider might ramp up server upload capacity only during the end-
game phase. But, prolonging the maximum utilization phase might lead to better
overall peer performance. Methods for prolonging the maximum utilization in-
clude decreasing the server capacity during the maximum utilization, followed
by ramping up the server capacity during end-game. Server distribution policies
can be changed to decrease the availability of one of the blocks for the fastest
class of peers, or to upload more blocks to the slower class than to the faster
class. To evaluate the impact of these different policies on peers performance, we
adjust our models according to the description of each policy. In each case, we
simulate the model to obtain the download time expected by the slow (Tslow)
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and fast (Tfast) classes and the average download time of the system (Tavg). We
show results for systems with 100 peers equally divided in two classes, with 64
and 128 kBps upload bandwidth. Unless specified otherwise, the upload server
capacity was set to 256 kBps. The same analysis can be repeated for other values
of the upload capacities of the peers and server.

3.1 Increasing Server Bandwidth during the End-Game Phase

Increasing the server provisioning for all flash crowd phases might not bring sig-
nificant improvements in the download time, as shown in [2]. To reduce the costs
of content distribution while improving the quality of service, a service provider
can choose to increase the server capacity only for the end-game phase. Fig. 4
shows the effects on the average download time of the peers when increasing the
server bandwidth during the end-game phase from 256 to 4096 kBps. We show
the download time expected by the slow (Tslow) and fast (Tfast) classes and
the average download time of the system (Tavg). Download time of fast peers
is not affected by the increase in the server capacity because their departure
corresponds to the beginning of the end-game phase. However, slow peers finish
faster as the server capacity increases and the average download time in the
system decreases. Overall, for an average download time improvement of 10%
(from 1271 s to 1143 s), the server sent 730 MB more data to peers when the
capacity is ramped up during end-game phase from 256 kBps to 2 MBps. For a
similar improvement in download time, the server provisioning increase for all
flash crowd phases would require the server to upload an additional 1.3 GB of
data [2].
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3.2 Changing Server Bandwidth during Maximum Utilization and
End-Game Phases

Since the server contributes less than 5% of all file blocks downloaded during the
maximum utilization phase of the flash crowd, a service provider might decrease
the cost of provisioning by decreasing the server capacity during this phase. At
the same time, the server capacity during end-game can be increased to help
slow peers to complete their download faster.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the download time and total server data upload in a
heterogeneous system when the server capacity of 256 kBps is decreased by
some fraction during the maximum utilization and the same fraction is added
during the end-game phase. As shown in Fig. 5, the fast peers are more affected
by this server policy than the slow peers. When 70% of the server bandwidth is
transferred from the maximum utilization to the end-game phase, the average
download time of the fast peers increases by 7%, while the average download
time of the slow peer increases by only 2.5%. When the server bandwidth is
decreased by more than 70% during the maximum utilization, the download
time increases exponentially.

Fig. 6 shows the total server upload used in the system when the fraction
of server bandwidth changes. While the average download time of the peers
decreases by 4.3% when the 70% of the server bandwidth is transferred from
the maximum utilization to the end-game phase, the total server data decreases
by 12%. The total data usage continues to decreases almost linearly with the
increase of the transferred fraction. However, this highly deteriorates the quality
of service experienced by peers.
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3.3 Delaying the Availability of the Last Block

The end-game phase duration can be decreased by postponing the time when
the fast peers complete and exit the system. This can be done by ensuring that
the server is not sending one of the file blocks to any peer during the maximum
utilization phase. Fig. 7 shows the average download time when the delay in
sending one of the blocks from the server to peers increases from 0 to 600 seconds
after the end of the maximum utilization phase. As expected, a delay of 600 s
increases the download time of the fast class with 200 s compared to the default
server policy (no delay). At the same time, the slow class benefits from the
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bandwidth of the fast peers staying longer in the system and obtains a 450 s
improvement in the download time.

The total server upload decreases to almost half for a 600 s delay compared
to 0 s delay and the system overall download time improvement of 100 s. Among
all server policies proposed, this is the most unfair for the fast peers, because
the share ratio of the fast peers is considerably higher than one. However, using
this policy a service provider can achieve similar download times for the fast and
slow classes without additional server bandwidth usage. Using the default server
distribution policy, the server bandwidth needed to obtain similar download
times for both classes is around 40 MBps. Hence, this policy of decreasing the
availability of the last block reduces server usage by making use of the fast class
bandwidth.

3.4 Increasing Server Bandwidth Received by Slow Peers

Since the slow peers have larger download time during flash crowd, we propose
a server policy where they receive more bandwidth than the fast peers through-
out the download duration. Fig. 8 shows the download time when decreasing
the server bandwidth received by the fast class by some fraction and increasing
the server bandwidth received by the slow class by the same fraction. While
the fast peers are almost not affected by this policy, the slow peers improve
their download time by 10% when 95% of the server bandwidth is allocated to
the slow peers. The overall download time of the system improves by 5% (from
1299 s to 1229 s), with a decrease of 10% (from 420 MB to 380 MB) in server
data usage. Furthermore, the class share ratio [2] is minimally affected by the
slow peers receiving more bandwidth than faster peers from server. Hence, this
server policy can be considered the most effective in decreasing the download
time, while maintaining fairness in the system.
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4 Related Work

While peer-to-peer (p2p) file-sharing protocols have been widely analyzed in the
past using measurement, simulation and analytical modeling [8, 14, 16, 19], the
new challenges imposed by network heterogeneity and extreme conditions such
as flash crowds make analysis of peer-assisted file distribution a challenging task.
Large-scale measurement studies can be impractical to conduct because frequent
event logging during flash crowds might perturb the normal operation of the
system. In this light, many have resorted to simulation and analytical modeling.
Simulation has been used successfully for p2p file-sharing performance [8–10], but
setting the parameters for dynamic heterogeneous peer-assisted file distribution
systems needs careful consideration. Lastly, analytic models provide a fast and
simple alternative, but are generally less accurate because of the simplifying
assumptions used to obtain a closed-form solution [16, 19].

Previous work [10, 16] studied peer-assisted systems at steady-state. However,
flash crowd conditions have a greater impact on download performance and may
lead to runaway performance if the server is not well-provisioned. From real
measurement, it has been observed that p2p systems at transient state are often
subjected to flash crowd conditions [11, 19, 20]. Recently, Zhang et al. [20] and
Pruteanu et al. [15] propose a method for identifying and analyzing the number of
users variation over time during flash crowds in BT systems. However, methods
of predicting peer download performance and determining server capacity during
flash crowd are not addressed.

While server provisioning has been widely studied for steady-state systems
[7, 17], to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the im-
pact of different server distribution policies in heterogeneous bandwidth systems
with flash crowds. Various methods for server bandwidth allocation among dif-
ferent systems and peers have been shown to improve performance both in the
context of p2p streaming [18] and content distribution [4, 7]. Other proposed
methods, such as content bundling [12] and dynamic allocation of peers among
systems [7], have been proposed to improve the download time and availability in
p2p systems.

5 Conclusion

Using our analytic model for peer-assisted file distributed systems with flash
crowds, we simulated and evaluated four server policies that can improve the
average download time of the peers and can optimize the server data usage. The
most effective way of reducing download performance is to reduce the end-game
phase of the utilization of peer available bandwidth profile. Our observation is
that increasing the server bandwidth allocated for slow peers and decreasing
that for fast peers is the most effective policy by reducing server data usage
and average peer download time by 10% and 5%, respectively, without affecting
system fairness. Furthermore, when 70% of the server bandwidth is transferred
from the maximum utilization to the end-game phase, the total server data usage
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and the average download time decrease by 12% and 4.3%, respectively. On the
other hand, when server bandwidth is increased 16 times during end-game phase,
average download time is reduced by 10%, but with 8% more server data usage.
Lastly, delaying the availability of the last block with 600 seconds halves the
server data usage, but decreases system fairness.
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